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Great Powers held very divergent views. Austria and
Russia, usually diametrically opposed on Balkan matters,
were both very anxious to give it to Bulgaria* Berchtold
and Sazonov therefore began intrigues in which their
methods were precisely analogous and parallel, but in which
their objectives were altogether different. Germany and
France, on the other hand, were equally insistent that
Kavala should go to Greece. England and Italy, less di*
rectly interested, were at first inclined to give it to Bulgaria,
but both soon acquiesced in letting the Greeks stay in the
coveted seaport, because, as Sir Edward Grey observed,
"it would be difficult to drive the Greeks out." 182
Berchtold, by trying to secure Kavala for Bulgaria,
hoped to set up a stronger counter-weight to Serbia, now
so swollen in size and conceit by her conquests in two
Balkan Wars. He hoped also to win King Ferdinand's
Government over to the side of the Triple Alliance, thereby
frustrate Franco-Russian intrigues at Sofia, and bring about
a reconciliation between Bulgaria and Rumania. He was
encouraged in these hopes by the fact that the Bulgarian
Government, in extremis at the end of July, had made posi-
tive offers to join the Triple Alliance and Rumania.183 If
this could be brought about, and Bulgaria and Rumania
became reconciled, Rumania would then enjoy greater
liberty of action, in case of a European war, for directing
her main forces against Russia, instead of being compelled
to leave them on her own southern frontier for protection
against Bulgaria. So Berchtold, at the beginning of the
Bucharest negotiations, secretly promised Kavala to the
Bulgarians, without informing Germany as a frank and
loyal Ally should have done. For this concealment he was
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